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The Lincoln Highway—Part 7 

“To get away from one's working environment is, in a sense, to get away from one's self; and 

this is often the chief advantage of travel and change.” — Charles Horton Cooley 

Days Six: Carter Lake, Iowa to Ogallala Nebraska – 368 Miles.  

Today we were up early and ready to meet Nebraska. The Lincoln Highway in Nebraska pretty 

much follows Route 30. The day was clear and warm with a high of 85 degrees. Nebraska has 

more corn fields than you can imagine. All along the route there are fields of corn, farms and 

grain silos. It is amazing how much corn is grown here. We were also following the route of the 

Union Pacific Railroad and we saw at least twenty trains of 80 cars or more containing tank and 

hopper cars loaded with ethanol, corn and coal. The coal was coming from Wyoming and there 

was plenty of it. 

It was interesting to see the close adjacency of the Lincoln Highway and the railway with the 

grain silos in the middle. The trucks carrying the corn would pull into the silo and the grain 

would be uploaded to the silo. The train, pulling covered hopper cars would pull up next to the 

silo and the big spout on the silo would dump the grain into the hopper car. It is quite an effi-

cient operation.  

The Lincoln Highway from the Missouri River to Ogallala, Nebraska 
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$250,000 Gleaner Harvesting Machine. 

(Click on photo for interactive details.) 

Historic Marker near 

Freemont, NE 

commemorating the 

Mormon Trail. 

If you live in the suburban areas of large metropolitan areas you will 

see a plethora of luxury cars like Mercedes, BMW, and Lexus. These 

cars can range from $50,000 to $100,000 and they are considered 

status symbols by many. Most of these cars are leased and the 

monthly payments can exceed $500 per month.  

If you live in rural Iowa or Nebraska you don’t see many BMWs or 

Mercedes on the road. Instead you will see Ford F150s, Chevy 

Silverados, and Dodge Ram pickup trucks, along with family SUVs. 

The real luxury vehicles are not the cars, pickup trucks or SUVs, but 

the tractors and harvesting machines.  

Along the way I stopped by a dealer selling farm machinery and 

talked with a young man who was fixing a harvesting machine. Los 

Angeles has their BMW and Mercedes dealers. Nebraska has their 

John Deere, Case, Massey Ferguson, Gleaner, GMC, and Ford 

dealers. Almost everyone drives a big pickup truck and I found out 

that most of the farmers own their farm machinery.  

These harvesting machines are like luxury cars. The cabs 

are air conditioned and equipped with radios, GPS, and 

other comfort items. A Gleaner harvesting machine runs 

about $250,000. This is quite a pop for a corn farmer as 

he also has a $100,000 tractor and several other 

expensive pieces of equipment. The farms also have a 

complex of silos to store the grain.  People, especially the 

elite, laugh at these farmers. Because they do not have a 

degree from Princeton, Harvard, Yale, or Columbia they 

look down their noses at the people who feed us.  

These farmers work dawn to dusk seven days a week to plant, fertilize, care for and harvest 

the grains and beans we buy at the supermarket at the lowest prices in the world. They fight 

the government, taxes and the weather to give us our daily bread. They are generally 

conservative, patriotic and good custodians of the land God gave them.  

As we drove through Nebraska we passed one grain silo after another. It’s amazing how much 

corn is grown in this state. We saw the numerous trucks hauling he corn that had been 

harvested in the fields to the silos. Occasional we would pass a giant tractor driving down the 

road to the next field. If you go to an aerial view you can see the grid pattern of roads and 

fields that are the results of the rectangular land system that began with the Seven Ranges in 

Ohio at the Point of Beginning. You could count the miles by counting the side roads leading 

into the fields. Each of these roads followed a section line and were one mile apart.  

By the time the surveyors reached Iowa and Nebraska the General Land Office, the federal 

agency in charge of imposing the rectangular survey system on the United States, had written 

several manuals of instructions for the contract surveyors. 
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The manuals dictated how he surveys were to be conducted and the section and quarter section 

corners marked. The smallest parcel the federal government marked was the 160 acre quarter 

section. These were the plots that were warranted to the homesteaders, the forefathers of 

these present day farmers. The original Homestead Act, known as the Homestead Act of 1862, 

was signed into law by President Abraham Lincoln on May 20, 1862. The law required three 

steps: file an application, improve the land, and file for deed of title. Anyone who had never 

taken up arms against the U.S. government, including freed slaves, could file an application to 

claim a federal land grant. The occupant also had to be 21 or older, had to live on the land for 

five years and show evidence of having made improvements. 

Because much of the prime low-lying alluvial land along rivers had been homesteaded by the 

turn of the twentieth century, a major update called the Enlarged Homestead Act was passed in 

1909. It targeted land suitable for dryland farming, increasing the number of acres to 320. In 

1916, the Stock-Raising Homestead Act targeted settlers seeking a full section (640 acres) of 

public land for ranching purposes. 

Because life on the prairie was hard only about 40 percent of the applicants who started the 

process were able to complete it and obtain title to their homestead land. Eventually 1.6 million 

homesteads were granted and 270,000,000 acres (420,000 square miles) of federal land were 

privatized between 1862 and 1934, a total of 10% of all lands in the United States. 

Homesteading was discontinued in 1976, except in Alaska, where it continued until 1986. 

While distributing much land to farmers at minimal cost, homesteading took place on lands that 

had recently been cleared of Native Americans. Economically, the program was a large scale 

redistribution of land from autonomous tribes to taxpaying farmers, a process carried out 

directly when Indian reservations were broken up into holdings by individual families (especially 

in Oklahoma, which had originally been designated as the Indian Territory.  

The homestead acts were much abused. Although the intent was to grant land for agriculture, 

in the arid areas east of the Rocky Mountains, 640 acres was generally too little land for a 

viable farm (at least prior to major public investments in irrigation projects). In these areas, 

homesteads were instead used to control resources, especially water. A common scheme was 

for an individual acting as a front for a large cattle operation to file for a homestead 

surrounding a water source under the pretense that the land was being used as a farm. Once 

granted, use of that water source would be denied to other cattle ranchers, effectively closing 

off the adjacent public land to competition. That method could also be used to gain ownership 

of timber and oil-producing land, as the federal government charged royalties for extraction of 

these resources from public lands. On the other hand, homesteading schemes were generally 

pointless for land containing "locatable minerals," such as gold and silver, which could be 

controlled through mining claims under the Mining Act of 1872, for which the federal 

government did not charge royalties.  

There was no systematic method used to evaluate claims under the homestead acts. Land 

offices relied on affidavits from witnesses that the claimant had lived on the land for the 

required period of time and made the required improvements. In practice, some of these 

witnesses were bribed or otherwise colluded with the claimant.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_Land_Survey_System
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Golden Nebraska Corn 

Although not necessarily fraud, it was common practice for the eligible children of a large family 

to claim nearby land as soon as possible. After a few generations, a family could build up a 

sizable estate. However, working a farm of 1,500 acres would not have been feasible for a 

homesteader using 19th-century animal-powered tilling and harvesting. The acreage limits 

were reasonable when the act was written. 

The construction and operation of the Transcontinental Railroad was authorized by the Pacific 

Railroad Acts of 1862 and 1864 during the American Civil War. Congress supported it with 30-

year U.S. government bonds and extensive land grants of government-owned land. Completion 

of the railroad was the culmination of a decades-long movement to build such a line. It was one 

of the crowning achievements in the crossing of plains and high mountains westward by the 

Union Pacific and eastward by the Central Pacific. Opened for through traffic on May 10, 1869, 

with the driving of the "Last Spike" at Promontory Summit, Utah, the road established a 

mechanized transcontinental transportation network that revolutionized the population and 

economy of the American West. 

In some stretches of the Union Pacific the railway was granted a section of land on each side of 

the route. This allowed the railroad to acquire thousands of acres of rich farm land where they 

could lease the land to the farmers, build depots and towns. Over the years these towns grew 

as the people migrated to these rich prairie lands. These are the towns the Lincoln Highway 

now passes though.  

As a former land professional surveyor for 55 years I find this episode in our history fascinating. 

As I was driving along the Lincoln Highway I was not only thinking of the planners and builders 

of the Lincoln Highway, I was also thinking of the surveyors who braved the elements, terrain, 

and hostile Indians as they dragged the Gunter’s Chains across the land, 66 feet at a time, and 

used their Burt solar compasses to keep the proper direction, as they dug the pits, piled rocks 

and drove posts to mark section and quarter section corners. These corners are still viable and 

legal to this day. While the physical evidence may be lost or obliterated the present day land 

surveyor has the knowledge, skills and tools to restore them. This keeps the title to these lands 

viable and legal.  

While driving I was also fascinated with the corn. To Kathy and I 

the corn looked like it was dead, but it wasn’t. I became so curious 

I pulled off the highway down one the dirt roads leading into a 

cornfield so I could give the corn a closer inspection. I pulled over, 

parked and walked over to the corn. There I grabbed an ear of 

corn and pulled back the husk to reveal healthy, golden corn. This 

was not the corn you find on your supermarket shelf, it was the 

kind of corn that is used to feed cattle, produce corn syrup and 

ethanol. Once I had satisfied my curiosity I got back in the vehicle 

and headed for Ogallala, our destination for the night. I now had a 

greater appreciation for corn.  

Before we reached Ogallala we took a slight detour off the Lincoln 

Highway to visit the Midway Pony Express Station at Gothenburg, 

Nebraska. To reach the station we had to drive onto private 

property on a ranch road.  
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Midway Pony Express Station at 

Gothenburg, Nebraska  

When we reached the station the property owners were 

kind enough to open the station allowing us to go inside. 

The station was set up to resemble the station as it was 

in 1860. It was complete with the original stove, tables, 

chairs, kerosene lamp and even an old Oliver typewriter.  

The Pony Express was a fast mail service crossing the 

Great Plains, the Rocky Mountains, and the High Sierra 

from St. Joseph, Missouri, to Sacramento, California, 

from April 3, 1860 to October 1861. It became the west's 

most direct means of east-west communication before 

the telegraph and was vital for tying California closely 

with the Union just before the American Civil War.  

Midway Pony Express Station at Gothenburg, Nebraska  

In 1860 there were about 157 Pony Express stations that were about 10 miles apart along the 

Pony Express route.  This was roughly the distance a horse could travel at a gallop before 

tiring. At each station stop the express rider would change to a fresh horse, taking only the 

mail pouch called a mochila (from the Spanish for pouch or backpack) with him. The employers 

stressed the importance of the pouch. They often said that, if it came to be, the horse and rider 

should perish before the mochila did. The mochila was thrown over the saddle and held in place 

by the weight of the rider sitting on it. Each corner had a cantina, or pocket. Bundles of mail 

were placed in these cantinas, which were padlocked for safety. The mochila could hold 20 

pounds of mail along with the 20 pounds of material carried on the horse. Included in that 20 

pounds were; a water sack, a Bible, a horn for alerting the relay station master to prepare the 

next horse, a revolver, and a choice of a rifle or another revolver. Eventually, everything 

except one revolver and a water sack was removed, allowing for a total of 165 pounds on the 

horse's back. Riders, who could not weigh over 125 pounds, changed about every 75–100 

miles, and rode day and night. In emergencies, a given rider might ride two stages back to 

back, over 20 hours on a quickly moving horse.  
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Buffalo Bill Cody’s Home in North Platte, 

Nebraska 

The route started at St. Joseph, Missouri on the Missouri River, it then followed what is modern 

day US 36 — the Pony Express Highway — to Marysville, Kansas, where it turned northwest 

following Little Blue River to Fort Kearny in Nebraska. Through Nebraska it followed the Great 

Platte River Road, cutting through Gothenburg, Nebraska and passing Courthouse Rock, 

Chimney Rock, and Scotts Bluff, clipping the edge of Colorado at Julesburg, Colorado, before 

arriving at Fort Laramie in Wyoming. From there it followed the Sweetwater River, passing 

Independence Rock, Devil's Gate, and Split Rock, to Fort Caspar, through South Pass to Fort 

Bridger and then down to Salt Lake City. From Salt Lake City it generally followed the Central 

Nevada Route blazed by Captain James H. Simpson of the Corps of Topographical Engineers in 

1859. This route roughly follows today's U.S. Highway 50 across Nevada and Utah. It crossed 

the Great Basin, the Utah-Nevada Desert, and the Sierra Nevada near Lake Tahoe before 

arriving in Sacramento. Mail was then sent via steamer down the Sacramento River to San 

Francisco. On a few instances when the steamer was missed, riders took the mail via horseback 

to Oakland, California. (You can read more about the Pony Express by clicking here). 

After spending about a half hour at the pony express 

station we moved west to North Platte, Nebraska and 

the home of Buffalo Bill Cody. Buffalo Bill Ranch State 

Historical Park, also known as Scout's Rest Ranch, is a 

living history park located west of North Platte, 

Nebraska and about a mile north of the Lincoln Highway 

(US 30).  

William Frederick "Buffalo Bill" Cody (February 26, 1846 

– January 10, 1917) was a United States soldier, bison 

hunter and showman.  

He was born in the Iowa Territory (now the U.S. state of Iowa), in LeClaire but lived several 

years in Canada before his family moved to the Kansas Territory. Buffalo Bill received the Medal 

of Honor in 1872 for service to the US Army as a scout. One of the most colorful figures of the 

American Old West, Buffalo Bill became famous for the shows he organized with cowboy 

themes, which he toured in Great Britain and Europe as well as the United States. (To read 

more about Buffalo Bill click here). 

Buffalo Bill Ranch State Historical Park, also known as Scout's Rest Ranch, is a living history 

park located west of North Platte, Nebraska. Unfortunately when we arrived at Buffalo Bill’s 

home and museum it was closed so we did not get to go inside to view the exhibits. It was time 

to move on to Ogallala and our Super-8 Motel. 

Before I close this installment I want to take you back to Iowa to cover something I neglected 

in Part 6. It was the Marsh Rainbow Arch Bridge near Ogden, Iowa. The bridge is located on 

210th Street which is the 1913-1915 alignment of the Lincoln Highway, one mile north of US 30 

(220th Street), the 1928 alignment of the Lincoln Highway. Why the builders made this one mile 

jog is a mystery. Perhaps, as both alignments follow section lines, they needed the jog to 

obtain the right of way. The jog runs for seven mile west of Ogden, Iowa north of the village of 

Beaver.  
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Marsh Rainbow Arch Bridge, built in 1915 on 

the 1913-14 Lincoln Highway alignment 

Ogden, IA.  

The bridge is on the east-west portion of the jog 

over a substantial north-south creek. It was a bit of 

a trick finding the bridge so I was quite proud of our 

navigational skills when we located it. Using our Lin-

coln Highway map book as a guide we counted the 

farm roads shown on the map. Knowing they were 

probably following section lines we converted the 

road intervals to miles and watch or car odometer 

and walla, we found the bridge. When I posted my 

Lincoln Highway photos to Google earth I noticed 

the only photos showing of the bridge were mine. I 

guess not many Lincoln Highway devotees have 

found this 1915 bridge.  

Detail of the Lincoln Highway Jog at the Marsh Rainbow Arch Bridge near Ogden, Iowa 

The Marsh Concrete Rainbow Arch Bridge is a reinforced concrete through arch bridge. The first 

rainbow arch bridge was designed by James Barney Marsh and built in 1911 over the Little 

Cottonwood River in Minnesota. That same year he filed a patent for his rainbow arch design. 

His design features two arched ribs, one on either side of the roadway, rising above the deck. 

The deck is suspended from the arches by vertical risers. Drivers see the rainbow arch crowns 

on each side, similar to crossing a pony truss bridge. The bridge over the Little Cottonwood 

River is one of the oldest Marsh rainbow arches in the country. Unfortunately, as traffic flow 

increased and farm machinery got larger, many of Marsh's rainbow arch designs became 

obsolete, since they could not be widened. Most of these rainbow arch bridges are listed in the 

National Register of Historic Places as the other bridge I photographed on Historic Route 66 

near Baxter Springs, Kansas. This bridge is not so listed.  

We arrived at our motel in Ogallala around 6:00 pm. After a wash up, a bit of a rest we 

ventured out to dinner. As the motel was right off I-80 next to a truck stop all that was around 

us was fast food joints so we asked the clerk at the reception desk for a few suggestions. 
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He suggested The Golden Spur Steakhouse & Saloon about a mile down the road. When Kathy 

walked in she recognized that is was the same place she and her sister had eaten dinner on the 

return trip from South Dakota in June. 

I had a sirloin steak and it was lousy. It was also overpriced. The décor was dingy and the 

service was slow. It did not compare to the Lone Star Steak House in Joliet. I would not 

recommend The Spur to anyone. Hopefully we would do better Sunday night in Green River, 

Wyoming. 

The next installment of our road trip along the Lincoln Highway will take us from Ogallala, 

Nebraska to Green River, Wyoming. We will no doubt see more corn, climb over the Continental 

Divide, and see cattle and horses.  

For previous PDF editions of our Lincoln Highway adventure please click on the Part Number 

shown below. 

Part 1  Part 2,  Part 3,  Part 4,  Part 5,  Part 6 
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http://henstridgephotography.com/Newsletter%20PDF%20Files/FHP%20Newsletter_Vol%204%20No%205.pdf
http://henstridgephotography.com/Newsletter%20PDF%20Files/FHP%20Newsletter_Vol%204%20No%206.pdf
http://henstridgephotography.com/Newsletter%20PDF%20Files/FHP%20Newsletter_Vol%204%20No%207.pdf
http://henstridgephotography.com/Newsletter%20PDF%20Files/FHP%20Newsletter_Vol%204%20No%208.pdf
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Buffalo Bill’s Ranch House, North Platte, Nebraska 

My favorite picture of the day. The photo was taken with a Nikon D700 DSLR with a 

Nikkor 28-300mm f3.5-5.6 VR lens at 38mm at 1/1500 sec at f/8.0, ISO 200 

http://www.nikonusa.com/Nikon-Products/Product/Digital-SLR-Cameras/25444/D700.html
http://www.nikonusa.com/Nikon-Products/Product/Camera-Lenses/2191/AF-S-NIKKOR-28-300mm-f%252F3.5-5.6G-ED-VR.html
http://maps.google.com/maps?q=41.16274333,-100.79623000&spn=0.001,0.001&t=k&hl=en
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You can view a complete gallery of all the photos I took while traveling the Lincoln 

Highway by clicking here.  When you view one of the photos and it has a hyperlink 

(shown in red) under the caption you can click on it to open a Google Map showing 

the exact location where the photo was taken. When traveling, I always use a GPS 

attachment on my Nikon cameras so I can document the position of each photo. 

If you are having problems viewing this page or the graphics please 

Click Here to view it in your browser or to visit our Photographic Blog 

Click Here. To view my Galleries of Geo-referenced photos from 

around the world Click Here. To view additional galleries Click Here.  

Control (Ctrl) Click on any Photo or Link to open a full-size image in a 

new window or tab. 

You can access an archive of all past editions of the 

Aperture by clicking here. 

To remove your name from our mailing list, please click here. 

Questions or comments? Email us at fhenstridge@henstridgephotography.com  or call 951-679-3530  

To view as a Web Page Click Here.  Please visit our Web Site at http://henstridgephotography.com.  
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